
Best story       laura andrew
Editor Will Sedlack says:

Laura Andrew’s feature 
is the best story for the 

clear reason that she 
did all the legwork and 

combined that with her 
exemplary writing to 

give the UVM community 
a great picture of what 

goes on in the Vermont 
state-house. Andrew 

covered all of the 
necessary journalistic 

bases and ended up with 
the best storytelling 

that the Cynic had this 
semester. Kudos to Laura!
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Fine journalism. Slightly aged.

 In this mini-newsletter, we honor the best of the best for Spring 2009: those staff members 
who stood out in their independent efforts to make their essential parts of The Cynic better than ever.  
All winners receive $25 worth of free nosh as an insufficient but potentially filling token of thanks. 
Without their work—and yours—The Cynic could not be as good as it is.
 Sincerely, thanks for all that you do.

—Chris Evans,
UVM Media Adviser



Best art
ian thomas jansen-lonnquist
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The Cynic editorial board chose this semester’s 
winners from the list of work recognized by 
themselves and by the adviser throughout the 
semester.

Photo Editor Elliot Dodge deBruyn says:

Aesthetically, Ian’s photo is sharp and defined. The color contrast between 
the volunteers’ t-shirts and the naked biker are accented as they lead in to the 
headlight of the car.

Along with showing the aesthetics in an artistic and informative way, Ian gives 
the viewer information that both compliments and leads in to the story; the 
weather is noted, the attendees, and the atmosphere are all noted in this photo. 
Ultimately, it is an informative and artistically advanced photo, pleasing to both 
the reader’s eye and mind.



“The characters are not likable, the film is not 
uplifting, there is no killer soundtrack—this film 
is undeniably French.”
AME/Copy Jo Benjamin says:

The critical tone apparent immediately with this lede brings readers directly 
into the film review that this sentence begins. The engaging and intriguing 
language draws readers directly into her review, which describes how all the 
mentioned characteristics fit like puzzle pieces in this film.

“The double-life of a smooth(ie) operator”
ME Jessica Barlett says:

Joanna and Ryan are able to instantly draw the reader into the article with 
this clever headline. It is concise, engaging, speaks to the article itself and is 
simultaneously a play on words. Having any two of these things is difficult to 
achieve in one headline. Having all four? Near impossible. However Jo and Ryan 
have managed to capture the essence of the story while engaging with the mood 
of the article as well. It was the perfect way to turn just another profile into a 
captivating and interesting story of the man with the double life. 

Best lead
katie ida

Best headline
jo benjamin & ryan winnick
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Best layout
casey manning

The Board of Trustees held 
their regularly scheduled meeting 
in Waterman on April 13 to discuss 
the financial status of UVM.

Several trustees, who couldn’t 
be there in person, connected by 
phone to join in the discussion.

Among the topics discussed 
were underwater endowments, 
student to faculty ratio and the 
recent American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act (ARRA), 
granting Vermont $700 million.

UVM Vice President for 
Finance and Administration 
Richard Cate stressed that his goal 
was to plan conservatively. “If we 
go over [our estimate] then we’re 
going to have a problem,” he said.

Cate also suggested to the 
board that UVM reduce some of 
the projected cuts, instead using 
the stimulus to fight the deficits.

“Because the of the stimulus 
money [among other funds] ... 
we actually have a smaller deficit 
in  ’09, a smaller deficit in ’10, and 
none in ’11,” Cate said.

Want to work for The Cynic? No experience necessary. Contact cynic@uvm.edu WE’RE ONLINE TOO! www.vermontcynic.com
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Senior pitcher Joe Serafin hopes to use his 
UVM career as a springboard to the MLB.
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16New global studies major aims to make 
UVM a more competitive university. 18

feature
Slow Food UVM 

hopes to bring the 
locavore movement 

to campus.
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Board of Trustees 
convenes amidst  
student opposition
Silent protestors 
sit in at Board 
budget meeting 
By Jeff Botula
News Editor

Vice President for Finance and Administration Richard Cate sits at the Board of Trustees meeting 
on April 13, while students stage a silent protest behind him in opposition to the budget cuts.

ian thomas jansen-lonnquist | The Vermont Cynic

see BOT on page 2

Springfest ‘09

Fans crowd near the stage to watch Ratatat under gray skies at this year’s Springfest April 18th. 
josh lee | The Vermont Cynic

page 12

Cats go 
wild for 
ratatat; 

annual 
event draws 
thousands

AME/Art Josh Lee says:

The front page is not only the first page 
of the news section, or even just the 
first page of the entire paper: It is an 
advertisement that people will see from 
across the room when deciding whether 
or not to pick up a copy of The Cynic.  
This front page does an excellent job 
inviting readers to pick up the paper and 
then drawing them in to read more.  

Casey uses the space provided by our 
new lead-in style to run a super-large 
photo.  Though the story isn’t necessarily 
the “newsiest” of the week by a long shot, 
it definitely has the broadest appeal to 
our constituency.

The fancy font for “Springfest ‘09” 
furthers the idea that this story will 
not be “cut and dry news” but will be 
something fun for everybody.  The green 
font alludes to the spring nature of 
the event, despite the gray-skies in the 
photograph.

The boxed vertical subhead gives a little 
more detail (though not much is needed) 
and is one of the more inviting lead-ins 
we have run all semester.

See more of the Cynic staff at 
its best, when not in print, at 
http://uvmmedia.wordpress.
com/media-student-travels/
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